Focus on Teaching and Learning

Lunch and Learn Series
2019 – 2020

Center for Teaching and Learning Excellence (CTLE)
Institutional Effectiveness and Assessment (IEA)
Teach the Students You Have

Designing learning objectives with your current student in mind

September 25, 2019
12:00 – 1:30 pm
Peter Graham Scholarly Commons
114 Bird Library
Things to Consider

- Situational Factors Discussion
Some First Steps

- Write objectives first.
- Align assessments, teaching and learning activities, and objectives.
For More Information

The Center for Teaching and Learning Excellence supports Syracuse University instructors as they integrate pedagogical best practices sustainably; design and deliver effective, inclusive courses; and engage in the scholarship of teaching and learning.

Center for Teaching and Learning Excellence
Link Hall
ctle@syr.edu
The IEA Assessment Working Team can support faculty in aligning course objectives to program-level student learning outcomes. We have resources for faculty to reflect on writing course objectives and program-level learning outcomes, curriculum mapping, and rubrics.

Institutional Effectiveness and Assessment (IEA)
001 Steele Hall
assessment@syr.edu
effectiveness.syr.edu